1. Introduction. In recent publications the authors have individually considered boundary value and expansion problems arising from the integral equation of the type (1) y(t) = P f T(t,r)y(r)dT, Ja when the kernel presents certain features of finite discontinuity along the line t = T. Kernels of this kind are typified by the Green's functions of ordinary differential equations with boundary conditions, and it was first noticed by Birkhoff that this fact might serve as a basis for the development of a theory of integral equations of this type. The discussion of the case in which the kernel itself is discontinuous was given by Langerf and more recently the discussion of the case in which the discontinuities occur in the first partial derivatives of the kernel, the kernel itself being continuous, was given by Langer jointly with Mrs. E. P. Brown.% A history of the problem may be found in the introductions to these papers. The method of attack in each case depends upon a transformation of the integral equation into an integro-differential system.
A theory of integro-differential systems composed of an equation with boundary conditions has meanwhile been given independently by Tamarkin, § who showed also the applicability of this theory to the integral equation in which the kernel is discontinuous by giving a reduction (distinct from that of the papers mentioned above) of the integral equation to a system of the type considered.
The present paper is given to the discussion 01 the equation of type (1) in which the kernel and its partial derivatives of order (»-2) are continuous and the discontinuities along the line t=r occur in the partial derivatives of higher order. Of the papers mentioned above those by Tamarkin and Langer respectively will be referred to in the text by [T] and by [L] . By [B] we refer to a paper by Birkhoff* of which we make frequent use.
2. The given equation. We consider the integral equation (1) supposing the kernel to be possessed of the following properties in the region t «g a/3. T (i) The kernel and its partial derivatives to those of order (»-2) («^2) are continuous in (t, r).
(ii) The partial derivatives of orders (»-1) to 3» exist, are continuous except on the line t=r, and as the point (t, t) approaches any point (/0, h) along a path having no points in common with the line t = t these derivatives tend to definite limiting values which are independent of the path and are continuous in t.
Under these hypotheses the function <p(t) is continuous and we may assume without loss of generality that (2) 4>(t) è <t> > 0, since this involves at most a change in the sign of p. 3. The normalization of the equation. Since <p(t) satisfies the relation (2) its integral is monotonie increasing, and hence, the independent variable of the given equation may be changed by the substitution [L, §3] 
u(x) = X f JC(*,Ö«(Ödt, Jo * Boundary value and expansion problems etc., these Transactions, vol. 9 (1908) , pp. 373-395.
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We shall designate the equation in the form (4) as the "normalized equation." The properties of its kernel are readily found to be the following: (A) The kernel and its partial derivatives to those of order (»-2) are continuous in (x, £).
(B) The partial derivatives of orders («-1) to (2»4-l) exist and are continuous except for x=£, and as the point (x, £) approaches any point (x0, x") along a path having no points in common with the line x=£ these derivatives tend to definite limiting values which are independent of the path and are continuous in x.
(C) If we abbreviate by setting /,.,/-DiDt*fix,i)\
The proof of (C) is easily made to depend on the following lemma [L, 2].* Lemma. If Fit, t) is any function whose partial derivatives of the first order are possessed of property (ii) above, then dFQ,t ± ) -= Ftit,t ± )+FTit,t ± ). 
Then considering (6) formally as an equation in \u(x) with uin)(x) known, we may write it in the "solved" form (7) \u(x) = -«<«>(*) + f g(*,Ö«<»>(£)d£.
Jo
It is readily verified that Qt(x, £) possesses the property (B) of the normalized kernel with (2«+l) replaced by (m+1). The repeated integration by parts of the integral in (7) yields for that equation the form Piix) = (-íy-Vo.i-i®,
. The boundary conditions. Every solution of (4) thus satisfies also the equation (8). In addition, however, it satisfies certain boundary conditions which may be obtained as follows.* Set x = 0 in equations (5) 
We state this result as follows.
Theorem 1. Every solution of the normalized integral equation (4) is also a solution of the integro-differential system composed of the equation (8) and the boundary conditions (9).
6. The equivalence of the integro-differential system and the integral equation.
We consider now the non-homogeneous system
together with the boundary conditions (9). The equation (11) differs from (8) only in the presence of the term fix) which is taken to be an arbitrary continuous function. We shall show that this system is equivalent to a non-homogeneous integral equation of the second kind.
Since (8) and (7) are equivalent forms of the same equality it is clear that (11) is equivalent to the equation
and since E(x, £) is the resolvent icernel of @(x, £) this equation may be "solved" to give
Recalling that (6) is obtained from (4) by an »-fold differentiation it becomes clear that (12) may be written
Let the values (10) be substituted now into the equations (9). These become then
or, in virtue of (11),
With this fact it becomes clear that in each of the first » successive integrations of (13) the constant of integration is zero, so that we obtain from (13)
Jo where Fix) = -f *(*,Ö/(ÖaC.
Hence every solution of the system (11), (9) is also a solution of equation (14). Lastly it is clear that the system composed of (11) and (9) is not intrinsically altered if we replace in (11) every quantity of the set «<y)(0), «(y)(l), j = 0,1,2, • • • , (»-1), which is expressible linearly in terms of the quantities Li(u), by their values as given by (9). If this is done, the system (11), (9) may be written in the form (a) Liu) + \u = /(*) + ¿ /,(«)**(*)+ f *(*,Ö«(Ö#,
where the /,(«), j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, are simply those of quantities «(t)(0), tt(i)(l) which are linearly independent of the quantities !,<(«).
We have shown, then, that every solution of (15) is a solution of (14). The converse is easily shown by treating equation (14) as the corresponding homogeneous equation (4) was treated in §4. Hence we may state the following theorem : Theorem 2. Under the hypothesis (iv) the integral equation (14) and the integro-differential system (15) are equivalent in the sense that every solution of either is also a solution of the other.
Corollary.
Under the hypothesis (iv) the given integral equation (4) is equivalent to the homogeneous differential system obtained from (15) by setting fix)mO.
7. The Green's function of system (15). The integro-differential system of a type under which system (15) is included has been studied in paper [T] . To ascertain the availability of the results obtained there we must consider the hypotheses made [T: §10, A, i-v; §13, B, i-ii ; §19, C, i-v] and whether they are satisfied by the system in hand. Due to the specialized structure of system (15) it is readily found that of these hypotheses some [T: A, i, iii; B, i; C, i-iii, v] are automatically satisfied. To meet the conditions [T: A, ii, v; C, iv] we must make the following hypothesis:
(v) The partial derivatives of order (2»4-l) of K~ix, £) are of bounded variation in £ for fixed x and in x for fixed £, and are of uniformly bounded total variation on (0, 1).
To meet the remaining conditions [T: A, iv; B, ii] we must suppose further that the given integral equation is such that (vi) The auxiliary differential system
is regular in the sense of Birkhoff [B, pp. 382-383] .
By Theorem 2 the system (15) and the equation (14) (17) u(x) = f ®(x,t,\)f(t)dt.
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Now T(x, t, X) and $t(x, t, X) are both meromorphic functions of X with poles at the characteristic values of system (15). From this fact together with the fact that the right hand members of (16) and (17) are identical for an arbitrary choice/(i), it follows that T(x,t,\) = $(*,/,X).
8. The characteristic values. We consider now in conjunction with the system (15) the associated differential system (15')-If we denote the Green's function of (15') by T'(x, t, X) we find directly that (15') is expressible in the form of the integral equation 
There is no loss in generality in supposing that X = 0 is not a characteristic value of system (15'), since a translation of the plane would not affect the character of the system.
It is clear that the resolvent kernel of K'(x, t) is T'(x, t, X). Hence if X=X"' is any characteristic value of the equation (14') we draw from the theory of the Fredholm equation* the fact that the coefficient of (X-X,')-1 in the expansion of T'(x, t, X) in ascending powers of (X-X,') is
where {<£,•, \p{} is the biorthogonal set of fundamental functions of (14') * Cf. Lalesco, Introduction à la Théorie des Équations Intégrales, Paris, 1912, pp. 40-59. corresponding to X=X/.* These functions are characteristic functions, i.e. solutions of the equation, when and only when X=X,/ is a simple pole of T'(x, t, X). The integer a', is called the multiplicity of the corresponding characteristic value.
Let the subscripts be assigned to the characteristic values now so that Let the positive constant S be chosen now arbitrarily small and let the circles ci with radii ô and centers at the points X/ be drawn in the X plane. It is known [T, §23 ] that there exist infinitely many characteristic values X, and moreover that all those characteristic values which exceed in absolute value a certain constant A (which depends on b) lie within the circles c!.
Due to the similarities of structure of the systems (15) and (15') the statement above may be made somewhat more precise.
The set of values (17') are given by formulas [B, p. 383-385] (20) x; = -(± 2m)» ( 1 4--+ -Y where a is a constant. Hence the constant 8 may be chosen so small that for |X"' | sufficiently large no two of the small circles ci have points in common.
Then since the residue of T'(x, /, X) at X,' is given by (18), the set {(pi, \pi} being biorthogonal we have and a, represents the number of members of the set (19) which lie within the circle ci ; a! represents, of course, the number of members in set (17') which lie in ci.
On the other hand if we set pB=X and consider for the moment the situation in the p-plane, it is known [T, § §19-21] that the dominant terms of T'(x, t, X) and T(x, t, X) are the same (they depend only on the differential operator L(u)) provided that \p\ is sufficiently large and that |p-p\ is uniformly bounded from zero, where p is any characteristic value pi or p,. Moreover, in this case the difference of these Green's functions is of the order of p_n. Hence we may write, when X is a point of a circle ci, and | X | is suffi-
where N is a constant. But from this and (21), (21') it follows that \ai -a,\ ^N/r, where r, is the minimum of | X | on the circle ci. Since the numbers ai and a, are integers whereas r, increases indefinitely with v, it follows that for v sufficiently large ai =a" i.e. the number of values X,-counted with their multiplicities which lie in ci is equal to the multiplicity of X,' when | X,' | > A.
As to the actual multiplicity of the value X,' we note that because of the hypothesis (vi) these values are in general simple and can be at most double.
A necessary though not sufficient condition for double characteristic values is that n be even and that the values 0< defined by Birkhoff We formulate these results as follows. The characteristic values are in general simple and in general but one lies in a circle ci. A necessary condition for double characteristic values or that circles ci enclose two characteristic values is that n be even and that Ox2-40002= 0.
* Cf. also Tamarkin, Sur quelques points de la théorie des équations différentielles etc., Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 23 (1912), pp. 345-382. 9. The characteristic functions. In the deduction of the asymptotic expressions for the characteristic functions the formal work for the case when the integer n is odd differs to some extent from that for the case when » is even. To avoid repetition we shall treat only the case in which « is odd. The reader will find no difficulty with the parallel deductions for the omitted case.
By the corollary to Theorem 2 the given integral equation is equivalent to the homogeneous system (15). Let
be any fundamental set of solutions of the differential equation 
y(x,t)=\ 2~L yAx)zj(t) tor t > x.
J-M+l
In this p may be chosen as any integer of the set 1, 2, •• -, ». Let X be chosen now as a characteristic value of equation (4) and set pB=X. Further let w,;j = l, 2, • • -, », designate the » roots of the equation c«>.B+l =0, the subscripts being so assigned that [July The integer p in (25) we shall choose so that Ri/tut-i) < 0 < R(po>>+i).
There exists then [B, p. 391 ] a fundamental set of solutions y¡(x) of equation (22) . .
We define the quantities tb(%, t) now by the formulas
Then we obtain from (25) and (26) Due to these peculiarities of structure of the operators involved we find readily from (43) with use of (40) that rp*»-n£ for i á », «íi ,', = {'
[5Pj] lor i = n + p.
Since ai(£) possesses a derivative which is of bounded variation we find also from (41) -J" a,tt)Ffc(Ödt -£ ferential system be regular implies that at least one of the cofactors of the elements of the pth column of A(p) does not vanish. Due to the structural relationship of the matrices (44) and (45) (44) and at least one Qj (J = l, 2, ■ • • , ») differing from zero. Upon substituting the quantities on the right of (46) for the coefficients in (37) and using (40) and (41) we find the form of the function w(x). The result we state as follows. where T and T' are the Green's functions defined in § §6 and 7, and CN is a circle | X | =Rn where | Xjv | <Rn < \ \N+X \ .* The radius RN may be chosen * If there are infinitely many double characteristic values, iV is to take on only those values for which this inequality is possible.
